
Defining the Moon 

      —after a Van Gogh painting 

 

I have tried to define the moon. It does not want what I have to offer.   

It wants to languish in the sky, pretending to be a celestial being. 

Something other than a moon made of rock and breath, coming in various sizes. 

  

Over the heavens the ghosts are dragging towns of Halloween clouds.   

All of this is a trick of light. These are the reasons the moon is laughing. 

 

The moon always seems to be smiling at all of us, locked on earth, the way spirits  

have of aching. The moon is always ready to cheer up. Sometimes silent, 

 

then loud. It inspires coyotes. Steeple and tree hold poses for each other. 

Despite this fact, the junipers gesture with twists wind gives their branches.  

They point to town while the church retains its artifice.   

  

The church points away from wind and ignores clouds. It points to the center of 

the sky. 

This is where the moon would be if the world were perfect or symmetrical. 

These are the qualities of the moon. Everything comes out of oppositions  

 

We call these oppositions stars, though in fact they are really all  

just the eye seeing its own closing. These are the qualities of the moon. 

 

All beings come apart into being on nights that clouds define as opposing 

symbols. 

 

Arse Poetica 

 

The poet, then, turns gold into marble. He is the master of slime. 

An anti-Midas, he does not know wealth. The world crumbles before him 



 

fine ash. fine as the infiltration of soul or police 

in everything, intelligence                 

                                    the poet makes a world 

  

not his world, surely; for then everything goes on into next week: 

tax forms must be filled in, bills paid: the poet, innocent, stands  

 

in the slaughterhouse of the world simultaneously cow and butcher,  

laughing. He has found the use for his words, words, words: there is a fire that is 

called the heart, and there is a fire that is called paper. One can learn  

much from the burning. The poet smiles, the world at his fingertips, matches in 

hand. 
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